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SUMMARY

Overlapping genes pose an evolutionary dilemma as
one DNA sequence evolves under the selection pres-
sures of multiple proteins. Here, we perform system-
atic statistical andmutational analyses of the overlap-
ping HIV-1 genes tat and rev and engineer exhaustive
libraries of non-overlapped viruses to perform deep
mutational scanning of each gene independently.
We find a ‘‘segregated’’ organization in which over-
lapped sites encode functional residues of one gene
or the other, but never both. Furthermore, this organi-
zation eliminates unfit genotypes, providing a fitness
advantage to the population. Our comprehensive
analysis reveals the extraordinary manner in which
HIV minimizes the constraint of overlapping genes
and repurposes that constraint to its own advantage.
Thus, overlaps are not just consequences of evolu-
tionary constraints, but rather can provide population
fitness advantages.
INTRODUCTION

The sequencing of the first complete DNA genome, FX174, re-

vealed the startling discovery that genes can overlap with one

another (Barrell et al., 1976; Sanger et al., 1977). Since this

initial observation, overlapping reading frames have been

observed in most viruses and across all domains of life (Bel-

shaw et al., 2007; Makalowska et al., 2005; Rogozin et al.,

2002). In viruses, these regions are traditionally thought to

arise as consequences of error-prone polymerases and con-

straints on the size of viral capsid proteins (Belshaw et al.,

2007; Chirico et al., 2010). For instance, high polymerase error

rates favor short genomes thereby decreasing the probability

of catastrophic mutations, while the viral capsid imposes a

biophysical limit on genome size. Other models suggest that

overlap formation is driven by selection pressures favoring

evolutionary innovation (Brandes and Linial, 2016; Keese and

Gibbs, 1992; Rancurel et al., 2009; Sabath et al., 2012), as

overlaps are also found in large genomes. Regardless, once
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present in a genome, overlapping genes must balance nucle-

otide usage so that the functions of each reading frame are

satisfied. Several studies have used computational methods

to estimate gene-wide selective forces (Hein and Støvlbaek,

1995; Sabath et al., 2008; Wei and Zhang, 2014) but only a

few have generated experimental data (Kawano et al., 2013).

Computational analyses of protein structure have demon-

strated that overlapped proteins in all viruses tend toward

intrinsic disorder (Rancurel et al., 2009), but how structured

and/or functional regions are divided at the amino acid level

remains unknown. It is possible to envisage two extreme

models for this simultaneous evolution: (1) a ‘‘segregated’’

model in which the amino acid/nucleotide preferences for

one gene dominate and the other gene accommodates with

no observable benefit to itself, or (2) a ‘‘shared’’ model in

which both genes exert selective forces at the same site, en-

forcing strong conservation in both frames (Figure S1). It is un-

likely that segregated or shared decisions are uniform over an

entire overlap, so defining the selective forces on a per residue

basis becomes critical to understanding how the functions of a

pair of proteins can be properly balanced.

HIV-1 provides a compelling model as it contains eight

distinct areas of coding overlap (Figure S2A) constituting

�8% of its entire genome, and extensive sequence informa-

tion from many virus isolates is available (Foley et al., 2013)

(https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/index). The tat and rev regu-

latory genes (Figure 1A) are a particularly interesting case as

both are essential for virus replication and thus experience

strong simultaneous selective pressure, both have well-estab-

lished functions and assays, and both have partial structures

available to help interpret the functional consequences of

sequence variants (Figure S2B) (Daugherty et al., 2010; DiMat-

tia et al., 2010; Tahirov et al., 2010). Tat activates transcrip-

tional elongation at the HIV-1 promoter via its interactions

with host transcription factors (most notably P-TEFb) and an

RNA element at the 50 end of viral transcripts known as

trans-activation response element (TAR) (Ott et al., 2011).

Rev facilitates the nuclear export of partially spliced and un-

spliced viral RNAs that encode essential late-stage viral pro-

teins and genomic RNA for packaging (Pollard and Malim,

1998). Rev binds as an oligomer to an RNA element present

in viral introns known as the Rev response element (RRE)
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Figure 1. Organization and Conservation of

HIV-1 Overlaps

(A) Layout of the Genetic Organization of the tat/

rev overlap in HIV-1. ARM, arginine rich motif/nu-

clear localization sequence; OD, oligomerization

domain; NES, nuclear export sequence. In HIV-1

NL4-3 Tat is 86 residues, although many patient

genes are 101 residues (gray box).

(B) Individual gene entropy analysis for overlapped

and single-frame regions in the HIV-1 genome (see

Figure S2A). Entropy values were computed at the

protein level for each frame and Shannon entropy

values for alignments of HIV-1 patient sequences

are shown. Median, range, and interquartile range

(IQR) are shown in the box and whiskers plot. A

score of 0 indicates absolute conservation and a

score of 3 indicates near-absolute degeneracy.

(C) Categorization of sites by normalized mean

entropy (NME) in the tat/rev overlap. Residues

are grouped into pairs that share two nucleotides,

and their NME plotted accordingly (Tat NME, Rev

NME). Quadrants are labeled to indicate which

genes are conserved in that region.

See also Figure S1.
and guides the RNAs to the cytoplasm via interactions with the

Crm1 nuclear export machinery.

In order to understand the consequences of the tat/rev

overlap for viral evolution, we compare sequence conserva-

tion in patient isolates to comprehensive residue-by-residue

functional maps of Tat and Rev generated by alanine scan-

ning. We further compare these datasets to replication exper-

iments in viruses in which we removed the tat/rev overlap and

subsequently measured the experimental fitness of every

amino acid at each position in each protein independently.

We find that HIV-1 has evolved in a segregated manner—to

separate functionally important amino acids for Tat and

Rev—and moreover, the arrangement decreases sampling

of unfit genotypes, thereby turning an apparent genetic

constraint into a fitness advantage. The combination of

these orthogonal datasets provides the most complete pic-

ture of an overlap to date and demonstrates another way in

which HIV-1 has efficiently utilized the coding capacity of

its small genome to optimally arrange its core regulatory

machinery.
Cell
RESULTS

Overlapped Regions in HIV-1 Are
Not More Conserved Than Single-
Frame Regions
In order to explore the constraints

imposed in the tat/rev overlap, we first

examined the conservation of each pro-

tein residue in the HIV-1 proteome using

patient data from the Los Alamos Data-

base (https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/

index). These datasets comprise �2,000

HIV-1 sequences in high-quality align-

ments. We then calculated the Shannon
entropy for each residue of each HIV-1 protein. We used this

relatively simple metric—in which a low value indicates high

amino acid conservation—as it requires no assumptions about

selection or substitution rates, which are challenging to approx-

imate in overlapped regions. Furthermore, this metric has previ-

ously been used to quantify diversity of viral sequences, to iden-

tify interaction surfaces on proteins, and analyze overlapping

reading frames (Pan and Deem, 2011; Zaaijer et al., 2007). We

examined each residue in every HIV-1 gene and compared the

single, double, and triple reading frame regions to one another

(Figure S2C) and discovered that overlapped regions were, sur-

prisingly, not more conserved than single-frame regions. This

behavior held for almost every HIV-1 gene (Figure 1B), although

this may reflect inherent biases in the structural features of these

proteins as opposed to the presence of dual coding. Regardless,

these results demonstrate that regions of overlap do not experi-

ence high conservation, providing evidence against a shared or-

ganization (with the caveat that positive selection and variations

in mutational tolerance can confound this analysis). Genome-

wide selection analyses using sophisticated evolutionary rate
167, 1762–1773, December 15, 2016 1763
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calculations have produced results consistent with this data,

although the inability to accurately estimate neutral substitution

(or determine selective forces on a per-residue basis) have pre-

vented these studies from definitively interpreting these findings

(Ngandu et al., 2008; Snoeck et al., 2011).

Classification of OverlappedResidues as Segregating or
Sharing Based on Entropy
To narrow our focus and analyze specific residues within Tat

and Rev, we defined a statistic, normalized-to-mean entropy

(NME), in which the entropy of each residue was normalized

to the average entropy of the one-frame regions of the viral

genome. We reasoned that amino acid conservation within sin-

gle-frame regions reflects a simple requirement for protein

function without the confounding constraints of an overlapping

gene. Thus a NME <1 would be suggestive of functional impor-

tance even within overlapped regions. We calculated the NME

values of all residues from Tat and Rev that share two nucleo-

tides within a codon—for example, Y47 of Tat (tAT) shares

two nucleotides with M1 of Rev (ATg)—and plotted Rev NME

versus Tat NME (Figure 1C). By separating the plot into quad-

rants, we can speculatively classify residues according to their

conservation for one protein alone (Tat or Rev), for both

(Shared), or for neither. Thus, we can tentatively hypothesize

that residues highly conserved in only either the Tat or Rev

reading frame are segregated, devoted to a single protein while

residues conserved in both frames may share functionally

important positions. However, this naive classification requires

detailed experimental testing as it does not attempt to estimate

a neutral rate of substitution or consider the extent to which the

organization of the genetic code may constrain the codon pos-

sibilities at the overlapped positions.

Functionally Important Residues in Tat and Rev Are
Segregated
To evaluate which amino acids in Tat and Rev are conserved for

function versus those restricted by codon usage in the alterna-

tive frame, we generated complete sets of alanine point mutants

for both proteins and tested their activities in separate cell-based

reporter systems, effectively removing the coding constraint of

the overlap. Tat activity was measured by its ability to enhance

transcription of an integrated firefly luciferase gene under the

control of the HIV-1 promoter (D’Orso and Frankel, 2010) (Fig-

ure S3A), and Rev activity was measured by co-transfecting

each mutant with a CMV-driven, RRE-containing, gag-pol re-

porter that produces viral capsid (p24) in a Rev-dependent

manner (Smith et al., 1990) (Figure S3B). Heatmaps (Figures 2A

and 2B) and graphs (Figures S3C and S3D) show the relative ac-

tivities of each mutant, normalized to a reference sequence

(HXB2 and NL4-3 isolates), and highlight the functionally impor-

tant residues, which correspond well to established motifs of

these proteins. As expected, mutation of conserved residues

among patient isolates in the single-frame region of Tat (Fig-

ure 1A) correlated well with loss of function (Figure 2C). The

remainder of tat overlaps with rev, env, or vpr, whereas rev over-

laps with tat or env over its entire length. Within the tat/rev over-

lapped region, mutation of residues conserved in either only Tat

or only Rev correlated with their respective loss of function,
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whereas mutation of residues not conserved in either protein

generally did not affect function (Figure 2C). Somewhat surpris-

ingly, however, mutation of residues that show conservation in

both frames generally correlated with loss of function of only

one of the proteins (Figure 2C).

To examine more closely if residues in this overlapping re-

gion might be simultaneously important for both proteins, we

plotted the activities of Tat and Rev mutants against one

another and found, remarkably, that almost no sites contrib-

uted to both functions, with one exception (Figure 2D,

‘‘Shared’’ quadrant). This result stands in stark contrast to the

naive expectation from the entropy analysis (Figure 1D versus

Figure 2D). This functional segregation at the single amino

acid level, despite the overlap, is readily apparent when the

important functional amino acids are mapped onto their pri-

mary structures (Figure 2E). The lone exception is the overlap

between Tat Y47 and the Rev initiation codon M1, where Y47

is important for Tat activity and M1 is important only for Rev

protein synthesis, as mutating the Rev start codon in the

context of an N-terminally tagged Rev has no effect on activity

(Figure S3D). The striking segregation of functional residues

suggests that Tat and Rev conform to a segregated model of

evolution.

DeepMutational Scanning and Selection of Viruses with
Uncoupled tat and rev Genes
Our patient dataset contained several sites that were con-

served in both the tat and rev frames. Our functional data sug-

gests that this conservation is not a consequence of simulta-

neous selection for the function of both proteins, but rather

reflects the requirements of only a single protein with subse-

quent restriction imposed by the genetic code in the alternative

frame. If this is true, then we would expect the conserved but

non-functional sites to mutate more freely absent the constraint

of the overlap. To examine this, we created viruses (NL4-3

isolate) in which the tat and rev genes were engineered into

different parts of the viral genome by first mutating either the

tat or rev start codon and introducing downstream stop co-

dons, synonymous in the alternative frame, to ablate the

endogenous locus. We then generated exhaustive libraries of

tat or rev variants in which every individual codon was random-

ized and cloned the resulting codon library into the non-essen-

tial nef region of the genome (Figure S4A). This resulted in 202

virus pools (116 for rev and 86 for tat), each composed of

64 different alleles. We performed independent, competitive

replication experiments with each pool and determined allele

frequencies, pre- and post-selection, by deep sequencing

(Figure S4B).

Population Genetics Modeling Allows Inference of
Significant Selection
In order to infer selection from the changes in allele frequency,

we developed a Wright-Fisher based model (Feder et al., 2014;

Wright, 1931) using population numbers from our own replica-

tion data (Figure S4B). This model allowed us to estimate

the experimental fitness for each allele and statistically test if

the allele was significantly under selection (given experimental

error and the possibility of neutral variation) (Figure S5A). This



Figure 2. Functional Dissection of Tat

and Rev

(A and B) Alanine scanning of Tat (A) and Rev (B) in

functional reporter assays.

(C) Relationship between entropy and function.

Left: highly conserved (NME <1) residues in the

Tat single-frame region generally result in a large

loss of Tat activity when mutated to alanine,

while residues that are not conserved (NME > 1)

do not. A similar pattern is seen in the overlap

(right) when only a single frame is conserved

(blue, Tat activities; red, Rev activities). When

neither gene is conserved there is generally

no loss of function. When both frames are

conserved the relationship between entropy and

function is less clear.

(D) Categorization of residues in the tat/rev over-

lap by function. Residues are grouped into sites

that share two nucleotides and colored as in Fig-

ure 1D. The only site that is required for the activity

of both proteins is (Tat Y47, Rev M1) (labeled).

Coloring of points represents classifications made

by NME as in Figure 1D.

(E) Residues determined to be functionally

important by alanine scan in the context of the

overlap. Dark blue residues are important for Tat

function (<50% activity) while dark red residues

are important for Rev (<50%activity). Only Tat Y47

and Rev M1 share nucleotides.

See also Figure S3.
method has an overall high correspondence (Figure S5B) with

logarithmic fitness values often calculated in deep mutational

scanning experiments (McLaughlin et al., 2012) but has the

advantage that statistical testing, rooted in population genetics

principles, can be performed to assess confidence in selection

values (Figure S5C). We used this model to calculate the mean

selection coefficient (experimental fitness) for each amino acid

allele (grouping synonymous codons) to produce non-overlap-

ped mutational profiles of Tat and Rev (Figures 3 and 4). Amino

acid experimental fitness profiles were clustered by chemical

properties (Firnberg et al., 2014) to help visualize side chain

preferences at every position, and the resulting landscapes

were compared to the overlapped patient frequencies (Figures

3 and 4).

Additionally, we identified a subset of alleles from the selection

data that displayed consistent and statistically significant selec-

tion (Figure S5D). The complete results of this analysis are

provided (Table S1) as a resource for further study of individual
Cell
alleles and comparison to existing deep

mutational scanning datasets (Doud and

Bloom, 2016).

Disordered Residues Mutate Freely
in the Selection Dataset
Strikingly, the patient datasets show

much stricter conservation than the se-

lection datasets (Figures 3 and 4). This

may in part reflect different selective

forces in patients (i.e., immune system
pressure, virus latency, or length of selection) but this phenome-

non is commonly observed in deep mutational scanning experi-

ments, where codon randomization is able to sample sequence

space much more rapidly than natural evolution (McLaughlin

et al., 2012; Thyagarajan and Bloom, 2014). Regardless, both

proteins show strong selection within their known functional mo-

tifs (Figures 3 and 4; gold is positive selection and blue is nega-

tive) whereas the linker regions show generally neutral variation

(white). In order to map the data to the protein structures,

we used the median experimental fitness for each residue to

approximate the strength of selection for each residue (Figure S6;

lowmedian value = high selection) and plotted these values onto

the structures of Tat and Rev (Figure 5). Interaction and folding

surfaces between Tat and P-TEFb (cysteine/core) and TAR

(ARM) are readily visible as are surfaces between Rev, RRE

(ARM), Crm1 (NES), and other Rev molecules (OD). In sharp

contrast, the disordered regions experience a large amount

of non-synonymous, but neutral substitution. Notably these
167, 1762–1773, December 15, 2016 1765
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Figure 3. Mutational Profiling of HIV-1 Tat

Left: experimental fitness of every residue (all

synonymous codons grouped) of Tat in non-

overlapped tat-in-nef viruses after approximately

six generations of selection in SupT1 cells. Red

boxes and row headers denote the NL4-3

sequence. Dark blue indicates negative selec-

tion, white indicates neutral, and gold indicates

positive selection. Center: motif and overlap or-

ganization of Tat. Labels of other indicate stop

(vpr) and start codons (rev, gp41). Right: over-

lapped/Patient conservation of Tat residues. The

neutral expectation (white) is approximated as

a residue being equally represented by all

amino acids (1/20). Red boxes denote the

NL4-3 sequence while row headers denote the

consensus sequence.

See also Figures S4 and S5.
regions do not express strong signals of positive selection even

absent the constraint of the overlap, suggesting that the pres-

ence of an overlapped gene does not prevent the formation

of additional, extended interaction surfaces. Interestingly, the

neutral selection values for stop codon alleles at residue 67 of

Tat and residue 86 of Rev indicate that the C termini of both pro-

teins are dispensable for replication in this context. In some

cases, we observed shifts from the NL4-3 reference sequence

to the patient consensus (e.g., Rev P28Y), suggesting that

NL4-3 sequences are not fully optimized for individual protein

function. We also identified important alanine residues not

captured by alanine mutagenesis, such as Tat A42, which

showed strong conservation of small side chains (A/G) in both

patient and selection datasets. Positions such as this, as well

as the fact that experimental fitness of alanine variants does

not always match the median experimental fitness, suggests

that alanine scanning, while grounded in biophysical reasoning,

may not always provide the best measure of functional impor-

tance of any particular site.
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All Three Datasets Exhibit
Signatures of Segregated Evolution
To assess the agreement between data-

sets, and compare them to our models

of segregated and shared evolution,

we grouped alleles into two categories:

those present in the patient dataset (fre-

quency >1%) and those absent (fre-

quency = 0%). In a segregated model

of evolution, a dominant gene (Figure 6A:

gray gene), should act similarly regard-

less of whether it is overlapped or not,

as its own requirements for protein

function drive selection at these nucleo-

tides. In a single-frame context, the

dominant gene should continue to

match the overlapped dataset with ab-

sent alleles remaining unfit and present

alleles remaining fit. In contrast, the ac-

commodating gene (black) should have
many alleles that are absent in the patient population (due to

functional requirements of the gray gene) but are actually fit

in a single-frame context. In a shared model, the selective

pressures for the functions of both proteins constrain the

nucleotide sequence and thus removing the overlap provides

only a minimal relaxation. At best, only a small number of

chemically conservative amino acids, absent in the overlap-

ped dataset due to the alternative frame, will be fit (Figure 6A:

0% long tail).

The single-frame region of Tat provides a good test for this

behavior as Tat, the only gene present, should act in a segre-

gated manner in both patients and our randomized selection

dataset. As expected, there is a strong correlation between

patient allele frequency and selection (Figure 6B) with absent

alleles unfit and present alleles fit. The correlation is much

weaker in the multiple frame regions largely due to a subset

of alleles that produce fit viruses but are absent in patients,

presumably due to the constraint of the overlap (Figure 6A).

These results are consistent with our segregated model,
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Figure 4. Mutational Profiling of HIV-1 Rev

Left: experimental fitness of every residue (all

synonymous codons grouped) of Rev in non-

overlapped rev-in-nef viruses and (right) over-

lapped, patient conservation of Rev residues.

Coloring and labeling are consistent with those

shown in Figure 3. Tat stop codon and start of Env

coding overlap are labeled.

See also Figures S4 and S5.
with Rev acting as the dominant gene over the majority of

sites in the overlap (Figure 6B, lower panel). However, the de-

gree to which each gene dominates varies over the region of

overlap.

To compare the selection dataset to the functional dataset,

we once again used the median experimental fitness for

each residue to approximate overall strength of selection at

each position in each protein (Figure 6C). We then segre-

gated sites into those identified as functionally important by

the alanine scan (<50% relative activity) and those identified

as unimportant (>90%). As expected, those sites identified

as important for both Tat and Rev, have strong signals of

selection, while those identified by the alanine scan as

unimportant for function have median experimental fitness

near zero, suggesting no preference for any particular amino

acid (Figure 6C).
Cell
Comparison of Single-Frame and
Overlapped Viral Mutational
Profiles
Although the segregation of function

for Tat and Rev helps minimize the

evolutionary penalty of the overlap, we

wondered whether there might be

measurable benefits to overlapping genes

as opposed to encoding each gene in a

single frame. Simulation studies have hy-

pothesized that simply decreasing the

length of a genome by introducing over-

laps can increase viral fitness by

decreasing the probability of detrimental

mutations introduced by polymerase (Bel-

shaw et al., 2007). In addition, the actual

coding requirements of each protein can

provide additional buffering by decreasing

the number of detrimental allelic combina-

tions. Specifically, an overlapped virus

has, by definition, a limited number of

possible genotypes compared to its sin-

gle-frame equivalent. This restriction can

result in an overlapped viral fitness land-

scape that is, proportionally, more, less,

or equivalently fit when compared to a

virus with both genes in single frames (Fig-

ure 7A). The manner in which the overlap

restricts the landscape depends on each

gene’s functional requirements and the

genetic code: detrimental restriction re-
sults when fit alleles in one gene encode unfit alleles in the alter-

native frame thereby preventing the fit allele from existing in the

population. Conversely, gain of fitness restriction occurs when

fit alleles are unable to encode unfit alleles in the alternative frame.

This arrangement can effectively purge unfit viral genotypes, in

which the fit allele is sabotaged by an unfit allele in the other

gene, from the genotypic landscape of the virus.

To examine howHIV-1 Tat and Rev affect each other, we used

the selection data from the non-overlapped viruses to approxi-

mate the differences in the fitness distributions of both overlap-

ped and non-overlapped viruses. For example, if both genes

were encoded in a single-frame context, viruses with the Tat

Y47 allele would not affect the composition of the Rev allele at

position 1, resulting in 21 possible Rev alleles (including stop

codons). In the overlapped context, however, Tat Y47 restricts

Rev codons to M1, I1, and T1, resulting in the loss of 18 viral
167, 1762–1773, December 15, 2016 1767



Figure 5. Structural Profiles of Tat and Rev

Crystal structures of Tat (3MI9) and Rev (3LPH, 3NBZ) colored by median

experimental fitness values. Dark blue/red coloring indicates strong selection for

a particular amino acid at that site (white indicates median experimental fitness

of 0). Unstructured regions in Tat (residues 50–86) andRev (residues 1–9, 65–73,

86–116) were built in PyMOL and added to the structures for visualization pur-

poses. The gray dashed lines flank the overlap in both proteins.

See also Figure S6.
genotypes (e.g., Tat Y47, Rev G1 cannot exist in an overlapped

context). Importantly, the codon restrictions are not the same in

both directions, as fixing the Rev M1 allele constrains Tat alleles

(Y, H, D, and R) at position 47 in a different manner. Therefore, we

approximated the effect of each gene’s constraint on the other in

both directions and compared the unconstrained single-frame

context to the overlapped case (Figures 7B and 7C). Because

most sites in the overlap actually restrict two adjacent codons

in the alternative frame (for example, Tat G48 influences both

Rev M1 and A2), we made a simplifying assumption that the

experimental fitness of the two amino acids were additive and

approximated the experimental fitness of the overlapped protein

(Figure S7). Finally, as both Rev and Tat are required for viral

replication, we approximated the overall viral fitness as the lower

value of either the Rev or Tat allele.

Tat Restricts Rev to Increase the Fitness of the
Overlapped Viral Landscape
Examining the restriction Tat imposes on Rev (Figure 7B) reveals

a large population of potential genotypes in the single-frame

context, with only a small fraction of fit alleles. By overlapping

the genes, the total number of possible phenotypes is drastically

reduced; however a disproportionate number of unfit combina-

tions are purged. Explicit calculation of the genotypic propor-

tions shows that this restriction results in a doubling of the
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proportion of fit genotypes (Figure 7B). In essence, the overlap

takes advantage of subtle preferences in the alternative frame

to reduce the number of unfit genotypes. For example, the pref-

erence for R53 in Tat biases the overlapping but relatively

tolerant residue 9 of Rev toward either D or A, but away from

the highly unfit R, K, and stop codons. In contrast, Rev’s

constraint on Tat does not significantly alter the overall percent-

age of fit viruses (Figure 7C), most likely because the majority of

the functional motifs in Rev overlap with the readily mutable C

terminus of Tat. Thus, the genomic arrangement and functional

amino acid requirements of Tat and Rev appear to confer a

distinct selective advantage to the virus.

DISCUSSION

Overlapping genes were originally considered unfortunate conse-

quences of other selection pressures such as high polymerase

error rates and capsid size (Belshaw et al., 2007; Chirico et al.,

2010). However, more recently, this dogma has been questioned

(Brandes and Linial, 2016) with gene delivery experiments

demonstrating that HIV-1 is capable of packaging genomes of

considerably larger sizes (Kumar et al., 2001) andwith polymerase

error appearing to insufficiently explain overlap proportion (Chir-

ico et al., 2010). Indeed, the creation of fit, uncoupled viruses in

this work and others (Chan et al., 2005; Neuveut and Jeang,

1996) makes explanations of overlaps as simply negative conse-

quences of pressures on genome size highly unsatisfactory.

In our investigation of this problem, we initially hypothesized

two simple models for how overlapped genes might constrain

one another: a segregated model in which one protein drives

evolution with little regard for the other, or a sharing model in

which common nucleotides encode important amino acids in

each protein. To test these models, we analyzed three datasets:

(1) a patient dataset of HIV-1 isolates in which we examined

frame-specific conservation on the amino acid level, (2) a func-

tional dataset in which we tested the functional contribution of

each side chain in Tat and Rev, and (3) a virus selection dataset

in which we created non-overlapped Tat and Rev viruses and

determined experimental fitness values for every single amino

acid allele. Analysis of these datasets led to three key findings,

all consistent with a segregated organization of the overlap: (1)

overlapped regions in HIV-1 are not more conserved than non-

overlapped ones, (2) functional motifs of Tat and Rev are segre-

gated from each other at the level of individual nucleotides and

amino acids, and (3) the tat/rev overlap reduces the probability

of generating unfit combinations of these genes.

The relatively low sequence conservation observed within the

overlapped regions of Tat and Rev can be rationalized in light of a

segregated organization. Both proteins consist of flexible linkers

and short motifs that acquire their proper three-dimensional

structures using host protein and viral RNA surfaces as tem-

plates (Ott et al., 2011; Pollard and Malim, 1998). By organizing

their functional motifs such that critical functional residues in

one protein overlap with the highly mutable linker regions of

the other protein, HIV-1 can experience a high rate of non-synon-

ymous substitutions that remain functionally neutral.

This segregation also allows the overlap to increase the fit-

ness of the viral population by taking advantage of the drastic



Figure 6. Comparisons between Datasets

(A) Model for how overlapped proteins might

behave in a single-frame context. For a dominant

gene (gray) in a segregated organization, alleles

that are absent (0% frequency) remain unfit while

those that are present (>1%) remain fit. For an

accommodating gene (black) many absent alleles

are fit. In a shared organization, removal of the

overlap does not change the fact that both pro-

teins experience strong selection at that site.

(B) The single-frame region of Tat acts in a

segregated manner, with high correspondence

between the patient and selection data. In the

overlapped regions of Tat and Rev many absent

alleles are fit in the single-frame context, with Rev

as the dominant gene (on average).

(C) Functional data matches selection data with

functional residues (activity <50%) correlating

well with selection (low median experimental

fitness) while non-functional residues (activity

>90%) have a median experimental fitness near

0 (neutral).

See also Figure S6.
reduction in the number of possible allelic combinations of tat

and rev. While initial models of overlaps suggested that such a

reduction might reduce overall fitness because fit alleles would

be linked with unfit alleles (Miyata and Yasunaga, 1978), this

line of reasoning does not take into account that the equivalent

single-frame virus can harbor every allelic combination, including

all possibilities where just one of Tat or Rev is unfit and thus are

replication incompetent. Whether an overlap is advantageous or

disadvantageous to the viral population depends onwhich geno-

types are lost when genes are overlapped: if most purged geno-

types are fit, the overlapped viruses have a lower probability of

producing fit progeny whereas if more purged viruses are unfit,

the fitness of the population increases.

Segregation predisposes HIV-1 to exhibit beneficial purging of

genotypes in a non-intuitive manner. Even though Tat and Rev
Cell
are organized such that functionally

important residues tend to overlap with

flexible linker regions of the opposing

protein, there is often selection against

disruptive alleles (such as a proline or

stop codon). Thus, even in these regions,

if a functionally important allele in one

frame prevents a disruptive and unfit

allele in the alternative frame, the overlap-

ped virus can have a selective advantage

over the single-frame virus. In contrast,

a shared (rather than segregated) organi-

zation is very likely to reduce the fit

sequence space of the overlapped gene

because synonymous (or chemically con-

servative) fit alleles of one protein would

almost always be detrimental in the alter-

native frame. In a segregated organiza-

tion, such changes are likely to be neutral

in the alternative frame.
Taken together, these data support a simple model for how an

overlap might arise and evolve. An ancestral ORF can encode a

new ORF in an alternative frame via alternative splicing (Zhao

et al., 2014) or atypical translation initiation (Touriol et al.,

2003), which can gradually evolve its own function. Functional

motifs in the new ORF are more likely to arise in regions that

correspond to highly mutable regions of the ancestral ORF to

minimize disruptions to the ancestral function. As the new

gene function becomes refined, mutations that reduce fitness

of the ancestral gene continue to be avoided and are therefore

most likely to encode unfit or neutral alleles in the younger frame.

Such a model is consistent with our data as well as previous

studies suggesting that Tat-like proteins are older than Rev-

like proteins (Pavesi et al., 2013). In the context of the tat/rev

overlap, the functionally important Y47 residue in Tat could
167, 1762–1773, December 15, 2016 1769



Figure 7. Advantageous Restriction by the

Overlap

(A) The fitness distribution of an overlapped virus

(purple) is restricted compared to an equivalent

single-frame virus (S, green) restriction can be

advantageous (A), neutral (N), or disadvantageous

(D).

(B) Approximated fitness distribution of viral point

mutations in a single-frame virus compared to an

overlapped virus in which Rev alleles are calcu-

lated for every possible Tat allele (right). The re-

sulting overlapped landscape (O) has twice the

percentage of fit genotypes (fitness >0) as the

single-frame (S) virus.

(C) Equivalent comparison between a single-frame

virus and overlapped one, in which Tat alleles are

calculated for all Rev alleles (right). The resulting

overlapped landscape is approximately equivalent

to the single frame with a slight increase in the

percentage of fit genotypes.

See also Figure S7.
have led to a start codon for Rev in the alternative reading frame.

The nascent Rev ORF would then evolve only in the context of

fit Tat alleles, avoiding simultaneously unfit mutations of both

reading frames in the process. Most functional motifs of Rev

overlap with the mutationally tolerant C terminus of Tat and

thusmutations of these positions would not confer any particular

advantage or disadvantage to Tat.

Despite the appeal of this speculative model, several caveats

should be noted. First, two ancient endogenous lentiviruses have

no known tat/rev overlap (Katzourakis et al., 2007; Keckesova

et al., 2009), although this might result from gene loss events, in-

dependent evolutionary origins, or poor splicing annotation. The

tat/rev overlap also may bemore recent than the formation of the

individual genes, with rev acquiring its first exon and tat acquiring

its second exon at later times. Second, our analyses have made

rough estimations of viral fitness and examined only single point
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mutations in one viral background in an

artificial genomic locus, ignoring the po-

tential for epistatic effects at multiple po-

sitions. However, positive epistasis is rare

while negative epistasis is common (Bank

et al., 2015), suggesting that our simplifi-

cation is conservative and likely underes-

timates the severity of purged deleterious

genotypes (Boucher et al., 2016), while

missing only a few restorative double mu-

tations. Regardless, further studies of

overlaps in HIV-1 and other systems

may shed more light on these aspects.

Indeed, recent analyses of polyomavi-

ruses have traced the clade-specific birth

of an overlapped gene (Carter et al.,

2013), and detailed functional studies in

this system may provide good tests of

the model.

It seems clear that overlaps are not

necessarily constraints driven by other
evolutionary forces, but may, in fact, reflect a common evolu-

tionary strategy especially prevalent in small viruses. In large vi-

ruses, evolution of genomic novelty in response to a selection

pressure can occur via gene duplication, adaptation and

genome compression (Elde et al., 2012). An alternative mecha-

nism—possibly preferentially deployed in viruses with small ge-

nomes and high recombination rates where gene duplication

may not be feasible—is de novo gene creation via an overlap-

ped reading frame. Indeed, there is ample evidence that the

creation of genes via overlapped reading frames leads to a

large degree of genetic novelty (Belshaw et al., 2007; Brandes

and Linial, 2016; Keese and Gibbs, 1992; Rancurel et al., 2009)

in viral proteomes and across the tree of life (Makalowska et al.,

2005).

The unilateral division of genetic information between Tat and

Rev likely reflects a common and clever evolutionary outcome



that satisfies a mix of positive and negative pressures and may

therefore occur in other systems. Computational studies sug-

gest that other overlapped proteins also segregate (Hughes

et al., 2001; Maman et al., 2011; Zaaijer et al., 2007), although

detailed experimental validation is needed to determine the

extent of segregated versus shared behavior on a per residue

basis. At the same time, while functional segregation appears

to be a favorable outcome, it is not an inevitable one. The intrin-

sically disordered nature of Tat and Rev allows considerable

flexibility in the placement and ordering of functional motifs.

Although overlapped proteins tend to be intrinsically disordered

(Kovacs et al., 2010; Rancurel et al., 2009), other viral proteins,

such as the HIV-1 capsid, are extremely genetically fragile (Rihn

et al., 2013) and would likely be unable to completely segregate

from another gene in an alternative frame. Even the ability of the

tat/rev overlap to preferentially purge unfit genotypes is only

advantageous given a fixed set of selection pressures. Indeed,

the constraint of an overlap prevents the exploration of large re-

gions of sequence space and suboptimal alleles, and thus

limits the extent of adaptation (Stiffler et al., 2015). In the

case of Tat and Rev, the need to preserve their essential regu-

latory functions may simply outweigh any loss of adaptation

(Maman et al., 2011). Such a tradeoff may be detrimental for

viral proteins that evolve rapidly to antagonize host defenses.

Furthermore, selective advantages can emerge from shared or-

ganizations, as has been suggested for the co-evolution of

tRNA synthetases encoded on opposite strands (Rodin and

Ohno, 1995).

Finally, it is interesting to consider that adding positive selec-

tion to an overlapped region via a targeted therapeutic could

prove challenging for viral escape. Studies of cytotoxic T cells

in rhesus monkeys have demonstrated CTL targeting of a non-

functional portion of SIV tat in the vpr/tat overlap, and viral

escape from these pressures is limited to entirely predictable

synonymous mutations (Hughes et al., 2001). Combinations of

epitope targeting in overlapped regions could create a viral

‘‘Achilles’ heel,’’ in which combinations of selection pressures

from multiple frames drives the virus to unescapable fitness

minima. Given that our data suggests that the virus normally

evolves to avoid such situations, the design of these kinds of

therapeutic interventions will require systematic approaches

such as the work presented here to reveal HIV’s true mutational

weak spots.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited Data

Raw and processed deep mutational

scanning data

This paper ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-5154

Patient Sequence Alignments HIV LANL (https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/

content/index)

2014 alignments

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

Tat Reporter Cell Line D’Orso and Frankel, 2010 HeLa HIV-1 LTR

293 Cell Line American Type Cell Culture Collection ATCC CRL-1573

293 FT Cell Line ThermoFisher R700-7

Sup-T1 Cell Line American Type Cell Culture Collection ATCC CRL-1942

Recombinant DNA

Tat Alanine Mutants This paper pcDNA4 Tat-Strep M1A, etc.

Rev Alanine Mutants This paper pcDNA4 NStrep-Rev M1A, etc.

Rev Reporter Plasmid Smith et al., 1990 pCMV gag-pol-RRE

Viruses for Rev deep mutational scanning

(rev-in-nef)

This paper pNL4-3 TxR M1X, etc

Viruses for Tat deep mutational scanning

(tat-in-nef)

This paper pNL4-3 xRT M1X, etc

Gene and Primer Sequences are listed

in Table S2

N/A

Software and Algorithms

MiSeq Reporter Illumina, Inc. MiSeq Reporter v2.6

Population Genetics Modeling This paper allele_frequency_trajectory_sim

Other

Code Resource Website for this work This paper https://github.com/nbstrauli/

allele_frequency_trajectory_sim
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for reagents may be directed to Lead Contact Alan Frankel (frankel@cgl.ucsf.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell Lines
The HeLa HIV-1 LTR FFL line (D’Orso and Frankel, 2010) was used for the Tat alanine scan. Cells were cultured under standard con-

ditions (DMEM supplemented w/ 10% FBS, 1% Penn-Strep). Reporter assays were carried out in a 48-well format described below.

293 (ATCC CRL-1573) lines were used for the Rev reporter assay (described below) in standard culture conditions (DMEM supple-

mented w/ 10% FBS, 1%Penn-Strep) in a 24-well format. 293FT cells were used to generate virus (described below) under standard

culture conditions (DMEM supplemented w/ 10% FBS, 1% Penn-Strep). SupT1 (ATCC CRL-1942) human T cell lines were used for

HIV-1 spreading and competition assays in standard culturing (RPMI-1640 supplemented w/ 10% FBS, 1% Penn-Strep).

METHOD DETAILS

Patient Analysis
Curated web alignments of protein sequences were downloaded from the Los Alamos HIV-1 Sequence using the protein alignments

from 2014 for each HIV-1 protein. Each region of each protein was then divided into areas of one, two, or three coding overlaps and
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entropy statistics generated for each region and gene. Only positions present in the HXB2 reference sequence were considered in

this analysis.

Tat and Rev Reporter assays
All 202 alanine mutants were created in independent site directed mutagenesis reactions in mammalian expression vectors. Refer-

ence alanineswere notmutated. For the Tat reporter assays, 1ng of plasmid encodingwild-type HXB2 ormutant Tat proteins was co-

transfected with 1ng CMV-Renilla control into a previously described HeLa cell line harboring an integrated copy of firefly luciferase

under control of the HIV-1 LTR (D’Orso and Frankel, 2010). HeLa cells were plated and transfected in a 48 well plate with PolyJet

(SignaGen) lipofection reagent for 48 hr. After 48 hr, cells were lysed with 1x Promega passive lysis buffer and firefly and Renilla lucif-

erase values were measured using a luminometer. Tat-dependent firefly luciferase values were normalized to Renilla luciferase

values. The assay was performed in biological quintuplet. For the Rev reporter assays, 250 ng of pCMVgagpolRRE was cotrans-

fected with 25 ng of a pcDNA4 NL4-3 Nstrep-Rev mutant into 293 cells in a 24 well format (Smith et al., 1990) using PolyJet

(SignaGen) lipofection reagent. Cells were then lysed and intracellular p24 levels measured by ELISA. The assay was performed

in biological triplicate. For all mutants, activity was normalized to the unmutated reference activity.

Creation of Uncoupled Viruses
To create viruses with tat and rev in the nef locus, we introduced mutations into the start codon of the nef locus of pNL4-3 as well as

sets of mutations into either Tat or Rev that ablated the start codon and introduced two downstream stops. The ablated frame was

then reintroduced into nef. To create tat-in-nef and rev-in-nef viruses we introduced Sac II/Xba I sites upstream of the nef coding

region and ablated the nef start codon. We thenmutated either the endogenous start codon for tat and rev and introduced two down-

stream stops to prevent reversion. The ablated gene was then reintroduced into the engineered Sac II/Xba I sites. The reintroduced

gene was synonymously substituted throughout the gene body to create codon-swapped versions (tat-cs and rev-cs, Table S2) in

order to prevent recombination during viral replication.

Creation of Proviral Libraries
202 pools of 33 nt primers were synthesized containing NNN in the middle of the primer (see Table S2 for reference sequences).

These primers were used in overlap extension PCRs then cloned into the nef locus of the appropriate knockout molecular clone using

Gibson Assembly Master Mix (NEB) after digesting the backbone with Sac II and Xba I. A minimum of 1000 colonies was used to

generate a single proviral library representing randomization of a single residue. The resulting colonies were scraped together and

spin-column (EconoSpin) plasmid DNA purification was performed. Each randomized proviral library (202 total) was deep sequenced

to ensure high codon diversity.

Virus Generation and Spread
Each proviral plasmid library was raised separately and complemented with reference rev and tat in trans to generate virus in 293T

cells. Briefly, 60,000 293FT cells were transiently transfected with 200 ng of provial plasmid, and 2 ng each of pcDNA mammalian

expression vectors containing tat or rev using PolyJet (SignaGen) lipofection reagent at a 1:5 ratio of the DNA:Polyjet. Virus-laden

supernatant was collected 48 hr following transfection, cleared of cells via low speed centrifugation at 500 x g for 5 min, and stored

at �80�C. Virus titers were determined by p24 ELISA.

Viral Competition and Selection
Selection assays were initiated via centrifugal inoculation of 106 SupT1 T cells with 5ng p24 and 8 ug/mL polybrene for 2 hr at 1200 x g

at 32�C in 96-well microtiter plates. Following inoculation, cells were washed twice with PBS to remove input virus and 250 uL media

(RPMI-HEPES + 10% fetal calf serum) replaced per well. The infections were then monitored by immunofluorescence assay for

cellular HIV antigen synthesis and by supernatant p24 ELISA to quantify progeny virion release. At peak infection for reference or

defective viral pools 150 uL of virus-laden supernatant was collected, cleared of cells, and the virion-associated RNA content ex-

tracted via ZR-96 Viral RNA extraction kits (Zymo) and eluted in 15 ul water. Once all RNA samples were collected, cDNA was gener-

ated from 5uL of extracted RNA using the iScript Advanced (BioRad) cDNA synthesis. Selection experiments for each residue (202

total + reference wells) were performed in biological duplicate.

Amplicon Generation
Amplicon specific primers were used to extract 175-nt fragments containing the randomized codon and add Illumina adaptor

sequence (3 total primer sets for Tat and 5 for Rev; Table S2). Each amplicon specific primer consisted of a pool of 1-4 random nu-

cleotides appended immediately 50 of the gene-specific region in order to increase basecall diversity during the NGS runs. A second

step PCR added barcode sequences (courtesy of J. DeRisi) and the remainder of the adaptor. DNA from each selection experiment

was quantified using qPCR (Kapa Biosciences) and then pooled in equal amounts and gel extracted to create the NGS library. Library

quantification was then performed using qPCR and sequenced using PE150s on a MiSeq (Illumina). Samples which produced low

read counts, were either re-pooled in a smaller mixture or repeated starting at the initial infection stage.
Cell 167, 1762–1773.e1–e5, December 15, 2016 e2



Data Processing
Samples were de-multiplexed using MiSeqReporter to produce fastq files, each representing a single competition experiment. The

resulting paired-end fastq files were then aligned to one another and the reference codon-swapped sequence (Table S2) and the

frequencies of every codon were calculated. The randomized position was then extracted and a post-and pre-selection allele fre-

quencies calculated. Synonymous codons were pooled as correlations between amino acids across biological replicates was

much stronger than individual correlations of codons (data not shown).

Approximation of Overlap Effect on Viral Fitness
In order to calculate themanner in which one gene restricts the other we took the endogenous NL4-3 sequence and fixed one allele in

one gene. For instance, to examine the effect of Tat Y47 on Rev Position 1, we substituted both Y codons (TAT, TAC) into the rev

sequence (ATg (M) or ACg (T)) and estimated the resulting fitnesses of the viral genotypes (i.e., Tat Y47, Rev M1) as the smaller of

the two alleles (i.e., either Tat Y47 or Rev M1). The comparable single-frame virus has 21 viral genotypes with Tat Y47 (i.e., Rev

A1.Rev Y1) and the fitness of these genotypes can be approximated in a similar manner (Figure S7). The resulting single-frame land-

scape of these 21 viruses can be compared to the restricted landscape of the two overlapped genotypes. This procedurewas applied

for every possible amino acid at every position in the overlap, first holding Tat fixed and calculating the resulting Rev fitness (and sub-

sequently vice versa). As holding most positions fixed influences a dipeptide in the alternative frame, we added the selection co-

efficients of the resulting alleles in the alternative frame. The resulting single frame and overlapped distributions were then plotted

in R using ggplot20s density function.

Experimental Replication
Alanine scanning was performed in biological quintuplet (Tat) or triplicate (Rev). For the deep mutational scanning dataset, each

competition experiment (86 for Tat, 116 for Rev) was performed in biological duplicate.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Entropy Comparisons between Overlapped and Non-Overlapped Regions in Patient Data
To test for statistically significant differences between regions of overlap (Figure S2B), we used two approaches: 1) We used a

Wilcoxon test to compare the empirical distributions of entropy values within a bin to the distribution of entropy values in another

bin, and 2) we used a permutation-based approach where we compared the mean entropy value from the positions that correspond

to a given bin class to randomly sampled similarly sized, contiguous segments of the HIV exome.We then determined if the observed

mean entropy value was significantly outside of the distribution of entropy values from these randomly sampled segments. The latter

method is best illustrated by example: Consider two regions in the exome that code for 3 genes, where each of these hypothetical

regions are 5 amino acids long. First, we pool the entropy values that correspond to these regions, and calculate their mean entropy

level. We then randomly sample (with replacement) two contiguous segments of the HIV exome that are each 5 amino acids long, and

calculate the mean entropy level for these sampled segments. We then repeat this process 10,000 times to arrive at an empirical null

distribution ofmean entropy values.We then compare our observedmean entropy value for regions of 3 coding reading frames to this

empirical null distribution to see if it is significantly outside of what one would expect from chance.

Alanine Scanning
Tat reporter assay values are the mean of five independent transfections with error bars representing SD of these replicates. Rev

reporter assays represent the mean of three independent transfections (error bars are the SD).

Estimations of Experimental Error
Because wild-type (non-randomized) positions were also sequenced in our data, we were able to use this information to estimate the

overall error rate for each amino acid type. For wild-type positions, the expectation is that all sequenced reads will have the reference

allele, and any reads that deviate from this expectation are the result of some type of error during the course of our protocol. These

errors include randommutations during the experiment, PCR errors, or sequencing errors. We estimate the combined ‘experimental

error’ for each amino acid type by using the non-randomized positions to count the number of instances that we observed amutation

‘away’ from a given amino acid, and the number of times we observe a mutation ‘to’ that amino acid. We then normalized these

counts by the total number of reads observed for the amino acid to determinemutation rates. Thus, each amino acid has an estimated

‘away’ mutation rate and an estimated ‘to’ mutation rate associated with it. We represent the rate at which amino acid Y mutates to

any other amino acid as RY ;,, and the rate at which any other amino acid mutates to Y as R,;Y .

Estimating Population Growth
Weused data on the growth of awild-type population of HIV under the same experimental protocol as in our evolution experiments, to

estimate the overall population growth in each experiment. Specifically, we measured the p24 concentration (in pg/uL) for several

time points during the course of the experiment in triplicate. We set the overall population size of HIV to be equal to the mean

[p24] value at each time-point. This is a good estimate of the HIV population size, as we used this value to empirically determine
e3 Cell 167, 1762–1773.e1–e5, December 15, 2016



ourMOI and thus this is a reasonable estimate of the infectious population. We then fit a logistic curve to these observed values to get

a population growth function over the time-course of the experiments. The result of this fit produced the following equation:

Nt = fðtÞ= 6604652:673

1+ e10:7974�2:646389t
;

where Nt is the population size at generation t.
Neutral Simulations
We sought to simulate, in silico, our evolution experiments in order estimate the range that a neutral allele’s frequency could feasibly

change during the experiments. This simulated range served as our null distribution, and we generated a unique null distribution for

each allele in our observed data. The neutral simulations had five parameters: the overall population growth function, the number of

generations, the starting allele frequency, the ending read depth for the experiment, and the amino acid identity of the allele. Each of

these will be explained below.

A set of 100,000 neutral simulations were run for each allele in the data, and each simulation was run as follows. The starting neutral

allele frequency was set to begin at the same starting frequency of the observed allele. We then ran a Wright-Fisher simulation of

neutral drift over 6 generations (2007). Wemodel the neutral allele in question as allele A, with frequency p and collapsed all the other

alleles in the population to be allele a, with frequency q= 1� p. If the population size and frequency for alleleA at generation t isNt and

pt, respectively, then the count of A is Pt =Ntpt, and the count of a is Qt =Nt � Pt. The probability of an allele count in the next gen-

eration ðPt +1Þ follows the binomial distribution,

PrðPt + 1Þ=
�
fðt + 1Þ
Pt + 1

�
pPt +1
t qQt + 1

t :

Thus, to get a random value for Pt + 1 in the simulation we simply randomly sample from the above distribution. Once the Wright-

Fisher simulation is complete, we again use the binomial distribution to simulate sub-sampling of the population. We do this because

the true population size of HIV at the end of the experiment is quite large, and when we sequence this population, we are only

observing a subset. The size of this subsample is equal to the number of reads that were sequenced at the end of a given evolution

experiment (one per randomized position). IfN6 is the final population size, let the subsample size beN0
6. Similarly, if P6 is the count of

A at the final generation, then P0
6 is the count of A resulting from subsampling. We again use the binomial to model the probability of

P0
6,

Pr
�
P0
6

�
=

�
N0

6

P0
6

�
p
P0
6

6 q
N0
6
�P0

6
6 ;
and randomly sample from this distribution to simulate a value for
 P0
6. In order to simulate random additions to and subtractions from

allele A that occur due mutations from the combined experimental error, we again use a binomial sampling approach. If the amino

acid identity of A is Y then the rate at which Y is mutated to anything else is RY ;,, and the rate at which anything else mutates to Y is

R,;Y . Let the number of units that is added to P0
6 due to experimental error be represented as X,;Y , and the number of units subtracted

be XY ;,. The probability of these two values are again found using the binomial,

PrðX,;Y Þ=
�
N0

6 � P0
6

X,;Y

�
R

X,;Y

,;Y ð1� R,;YÞN
0
6
�P0

6
�X,;Y

PrðXY ;,Þ=
�

P0
6

XY;,

�
R

XY ;,

Y ;, ð1� RY;,ÞP
0
6
�XY ;, :

; and

We randomly sample from these two distributions to get discrete values for X,;Y and XY ;,. Finally, Let the count of allele A, at gen-

eration 6, after subsampling, and after introducing random experimental error be P00
6. P

00
6 is then given by,

P00
6 =P0

6 � XY;, +X,;Y :

P00
6 is the final allele count that we use in the simulation. This process is then repeated 100,000 times to arrive at a simulated dis-

tribution for P00
6. This distribution represents the range of ending allele frequencies that one could reasonably expect for a neutral

allele, if this allele had the same starting frequency, read depth, amino acid identity as a given observed allele in our data.

Simulations with Selection
We ran the same simulations of our evolution experiments as described above, but included a selection parameter in order to test the

accuracy of our fitness estimates of observed alleles. The only component of the framework described above that changed in this

case was the Wright-Fisher simulations. Here, the expected frequency of allele A with a fitness of s at generation t + 1 is given by,

E½pt + 1�= ptð1+ sÞ
qt +ptð1+ sÞ;
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and the probability of P with selection is given by,
t +1

PrðPt +1Þ=
�
fðt + 1Þ
Pt + 1

�
E½pt + 1�Pt + 1ð1� E½pt +1�ÞQt + 1 :

Point Estimate of Selection Coefficient
We used population genetics theory to estimate the fitness, or selection coefficient ðsÞ of an allele when given the starting frequency,

ending frequency, and number of generations in-between (Felsenstein, 2016). The equation for s is given by,

s= e

lnðpi + t=qi + tÞ � lnðpi=qiÞ
t :

Where i indexes the starting generation and t is the number of generations that have elapsed.

Our simulation framework with selection (described above) allowed us to test the accuracy of our fitness estimates. Because se-

lection can be incorporated into our simulations, we can simulate an allele with a pre-specified ‘true’ fitness value. We can then

compare this value with our estimate of fitness that is based only upon the results of our stochastic simulation (agnostic to the

‘true’ fitness value). To ensure that the parameters for these simulations with selection were relevant to our study, we gathered

the parameters that pertain to each of the observed alleles in our data. These parameters are: starting allele frequency (to give

the starting point of the simulation), the read depth at the end of the evolution experiment (to give the subsample size), and the amino

acid identity of the allele (to give the experimental error rate). We then ran a single simulation pertaining to each of these alleles’

parameter sets, and importantly, included a fitness value with each of these simulations. To select a fitness value we randomly

sampled from a uniform distribution between�2 and 2. This gives the true fitness.We then find the estimated fitness by incorporating

the results of the stochastic simulation into the equation for the selection coefficient (given above). We found that the estimated

fitness values track very well with the true fitness (Figure S5C), and thus our point estimate of fitness is accurate. However, we found

that if the starting allele frequency is low (which by design is almost always the case for our data), one does not have the ability to infer

extreme negative fitness values. This is because amoderately negatively selected allele will fall to a frequency of 0 just the same as an

extremely negatively selected allele, if the starting frequency is low. This conceptual limit to one’s ability to infer negative selection

with low starting frequency is well illustrated by the plateauing of points on the left-hand side of Figure S5C.

Calculations of Overlap Restriction
In order to calculate themanner in which one gene restricts the other we took the endogenous NL4-3 sequence and fixed one allele in

one gene. For instance, to examine the effect of Tat Y47 on Rev Position 1, we substituted both Y codons (TAT, TAC) into the rev

sequence (ATg (M) or ACg (T)) and estimated the resulting fitnesses of the viral genotypes (i.e., Tat Y47, Rev M1) as the smaller of

the two alleles (i.e., either Tat Y47 or Rev M1). The comparable single-frame virus has 21 viral genotypes with Tat Y47 (i.e., Rev

A1.Rev Y1) and the fitness of these genotypes can be approximated in a similar manner. The resulting single-frame landscape

of these 21 viruses can be compared to the restricted landscape of the two overlapped genotypes. This procedure was applied

for every possible amino acid at every position in the overlap, first holding Tat fixed and calculating the resulting Rev fitness (and

subsequently vice versa). As holding most positions fixed influences a dipeptide in the alternative frame, we added the selection co-

efficients of the resulting alleles in the alternative frame. The resulting single frame and overlapped distributions were then plotted in R

using ggplot20s density function.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The accession number for the deep mutational scanning data reported in this paper is ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-5154.

Population Genetics Modeling and other code resources are available at https://github.com/nbstrauli/allele_frequency_

trajectory_sim.
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Supplemental Figures

Figure S1. Models for Overlap Evolution, Related to Figure 1

In the segregated model one gene drives the evolution of the other. Strict requirements of M and A in a dominant gene Y allow several equivalent changes in the

sequence of accommodating gene X (D/H/N/Y) but occasionally fix particular amino acids (G in position 2 of X). In the sharing model, both genes have strong

requirements of particular amino acids constraining the DNA sequence so that even synonymous codonmutations are not allowed. The sharing model is marked

by stronger conservation of both proteins at the amino acid level while the segregated model allows for comparatively greater diversity.



Figure S2. Related to Figure 1

(A) Organization of the HIV genome by reading frame. Two-frame overlaps are shaded with gray boxes and the three frame overlap with light blue.

(B) Partial 3D structures of Tat and Rev. Motifs are colored as labeled in Figure 1A. PDB structures 3MI9 (Tat) and 3LPH (Rev) were used.

(C) Genome-wide entropy comparison between 1,2 and 3-frame regions.



Figure S3. Related to Figure 2

(A) Schematic for the alanine scan for Tat and Rev (B). Tat activates transcription of firefly luciferase under the control of the HIV LTR.

(B) Rev allows expression of intronic p24 by exporting the message before splicing can occur. SD = Splice Donor, SA = Splice Acceptor.

(C) Tat activity for all mutants was reported as mutant induction of firefly luciferase relative to reference induction.

(D) Rev activity for all mutants was reported as mutant induction of intracellular p24 levels relative to reference induction. M* is an N-terminally Strep-taggedM1A

mutant. Error bars represent standard deviations from five (Tat) or three (Rev) biological replicates.



Figure S4. Related to Figures 3 and 4

(A) Creation of uncoupled viruses involved mutations (ablation of start codon and introduction of downstream stops) to the endogenous frame. A synonymously

substituted codon version of the knocked out gene was then introduced into the nef locus. The introduced gene was randomized equally among all codons at a

single position.

(B) Schematic for selection experiment. Each library, representing a randomized and unconstrained version of Tat (tat-in-nef) or Rev (rev-in-nef) at a single

position, was competed against itself, raised in 293 cells, and then competed against itself in SupT1 cells. Viral supernatants were harvested, genomic RNA

isolated, and reverse transcribed. Amplicons targeting the randomized site were generated, indexed, normalized and then pooled and sequenced. Relative

fitness was reported as a logarithmic ratio of the allele frequencies post- and pre-selection.

(C) Replication curves for the TRx, xRT, TxR and NL4-3 viruses demonstrate effects on viral kinetics after removing the overlap. These curves were also used to

generate models for our population genetics simulations.



Figure S5. Related to Figures 3 and 4

(A) An illustration of the neutral simulations for a hypothetical allele with a starting frequency of 0.02, an ending read depth of 500 reads, and an amino acid identity

of Arginine. The gray area depicts the range of trajectories that this allele could take if it were neutral. If an ending allele frequency were observed to be above or

below this neutral expectation, it is deemed positively or negatively selected, respectively. The black dots indicate the upper and lower bounds for the ending

allele frequency that would still be considered neutral. These upper and lower bounds correspond to relative fitness values of 0.380 and �0.699, respectively,

which means neutrality cannot be rejected for any observed fitness value that resides between this interval.

(B) The observed distribution of fitness values for alleles found to be under negative (blue), neutral (gray), or positive (gold) selection. Neutral alleles were

sometimes found to have relatively extreme fitness estimates (left and right tails of gray distribution). Likewise, alleles under significant positive or negative

selection were sometimes found to have fitness estimates close to zero (right tail of blue distribution, and left tail of gold distribution).

(C) Correlation between the estimated fitness and the true fitness under our simulation framework. Each point corresponds to one simulation.

(D) Correlation plot of alleles between biological replicates. Alleles that have strong experimental evidence of selection show high repeatability. Correlation

coefficients are shown for the whole data-set and those passing our QC criteria (note that these criteria have inherent biases, such as requiring the sign of the

selection coefficient to be consistent, toward increasing the correlation coefficient). The experimental error rate (amino acids that appear to mutate outside the

randomization site) is �2%. Note that this error rate is calculated on the amino acid level and does not consider synonymous mutations, or multiple mutations

within the same codon.



Figure S6. Median Selection Coefficient as an Indicator of Strength of Selection, Related to Figures 5 and 6

We take all possible alleles for a given position (e.g., tat-in-nef M1X or tat-in-nef T74X) and calculate themedian for the distribution of their fitness effects (shown in

the histogram). Sites like M1X have strong preference for and against particular alleles (strong selection) and a lowmedian fitness. Sites like T74X with near equal

preference for most alleles display a more normal distribution and have a median fitness near zero.



Figure S7. Inferring the Effects of Mutations in the Context of the Overlap, Related to Figure 7

If one gene encodes a particular allele (i.e., Tat G48 or Tat *48) the overlapped gene is restricted to a subset of alleles based on the synonymous codons of the

fixed gene. As Tat and Rev are both essential for viral replication only viral genotypes which harbor fit alleles for both genes produce fit viruses. We can explicitly

calculate the fitness of every genotype in both the single frame and overlapped context for every allele in every position of each gene. Pictured in this example are

explicit calculations for the effect of Tat G48 or Tat *48 on Rev.
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